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Abstract: Road Divider is conventionally utilized for separating the lane for continuing and inward transportation. This 

assistances custody the tributary or movement of circulation. For the maximum portion, around is corresponding amount of 

tracks for together continuing and external traffic. For illustration, in several urban, around is manufacturing zone or spending 

area wherever the circulation by besides large tributaries in a solitary course in chief portion of daytime or nighttime. The 

paper aims at reducing the traffic congestion in our daily life. Road partition is universally castoff for separating the lane for 

on-going and inward movement. This assistances possession the movement of transportation usually, there is equivalent girth 

of roads for together on-going and arriving circulation. The problematic through stationary highway separators is the quantity 

of roads on moreover adjacent of path is immovable. Subsequently the possessions are imperfect and populace as healthy as 

quantity of flatcars per domestic is cumulative, there is important upsurge in amount of cars on transportations. This requests 

for healthier application of prevailing possessions like quantity of tracks obtainable. In current centuries, through an ever 

snowballing rate of expansion in metro metropolises everywhere the biosphere, there has remained comparative upsurge in 

statistics of vehicles on the infrastructures. Though the amount of automobiles by means of the transportations has 

augmented, the stationary path organization is virtually the identical and is incapable to cope with variations like cramming, 

impulsive portable time interruptions and lane coincidences that are captivating a thoughtful outline. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The problem with Stationary lane Separators is that quantity of footpaths on each adjacent of highway is 

continual. Subsequently the possessions are embarrassed and populace objective as quantity of automobiles per 

household is increasing, there is enormous augmentation in quantity of automobiles or carriages on motorways. 

This requests for improved custom of prevailing possessions like quantity of pathways reachable. 

 

The main focus of this paper is aimed at understanding the recurring urban congestion, its measurement, 

cautionary quantity and advises a corrective quantity for the similar. The implication of widening existing roads 

or construction novel ones will solitary outcomes in supplementary circulation that remains to rise pending peak 

cramming earnings to the preceding smooth. The complete obtainable space inside the metropolitan for building 

of infrastructures, railways and additional conveyance is controlled. The paper deliberates application of 

transportable traffic partitions as mobbing announcement approach for metropolitan extents instead of outdated 

resolution of broadening the transportations. The transportable transportation separator assistances in their 

arrangement of highway capability, so as to achieve optimal advantage from highway custom on the prevailing 

highway. The problematic with stationary highway partitions is the quantity of paths on either sideways of lane 

is immovable. Subsequently the possessions are inadequate and populace as healthy as quantity of carriages per 

domestic is increasing, around is significant increase in amount of carriages on roads.  

 

2. Literature survey 

 

[1] The automobiles such as cars and trucks are increasing on the roads along with development of 

metropolitan cities over the world. Due to the misguidance of the roads, they have been magnified and the 

structure is similar and it could not address the difference in congestion, road accidents that square measure 

taking the heavy form and the unpredictable travel time delays. Traffic jam is the major concern by the cities 

instead of taking the measures in reduction of traffic. This concept of movable road dividers was from the 90’s, 

the reason was that there was tie up from that period. At that amount the machine used was Zipper machine 

which is employed to shift the road divider from one lane to the different lane. 

  

The vehicles such as carriages and busses are cumulative on the infrastructures along with enlargement of 

municipal metropolises over the biosphere. Payable to the misguidance of infrastructures they consume remained 
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overstated besides the assembly is comparable and it might not discourse the alteration in crowding, road 

coincidences that rectangular quantity enchanting the substantial form and the changeable lightweight time 

interruptions. Transportation jam is chief apprehension by metropolises in its place of enchanting the procedures 

in lessening of transportation. This perception of portable road partitions was as of the 19th century, the motive 

was around was stalemate up as of that dated. At quantity the mechanism castoff was Zipper mechanism which is 

working to change the road partition as of one track to dissimilar path. 

 

[2] Road separator is conservatively exploited for dividing the lane for incoming and ongoing transportation. 

This assistances possession the brook or movement of transportation. For the greatest part, there is corresponding 

amount of pathways for both incoming and ongoing transportation. For illustration, in every metropolitan, there 

is engineering zone or shop zone where transportation by great cricks in a solitary path in the principal portion of 

daytime or nighttime. The contradictory crosswise of road separator is for greatest portion either unoccupied or 

under castoff. This remains factual for peak evening and morning times. This consequence in damage of period 

for automobile administrators congested motivating circumstances objective as underutilization of available 

possessions. Our supposed is to numeral an organization of shrewd lane separator that can transfer tracks or 

pathways, with goalmouth we be able to partake progressively integer of pathways to the dash. The collective 

influence of period and gasoline that can be protected by addition smooth one added pathway to the course of 

haste will be important. Through the dazzling smart submission projected, we determination similarly position of 

dependence on physical arbitration and physical traffic organization so we container have a supplementary 

cleverer transportation everywhere through the metropolitan. An Automatic moveable street separator can stretch 

a response for the formerly stated issue positively. This is imaginable over IOT. 

 

[3] The chief purpose of the paper is dropping the transportation jamming in our everyday life. Road 

separator is generally castoff for separating the lane for incoming and on-going transportation. This comforts 

possession the movement of transportation, normally there is equivalent size of paths for together on-going in 

addition incoming traffic. The problematic with stationary highway partitions is that quantity of roads on either 

lateral of highway is immobile. Since possessions are imperfect and people as fine as amount of carriages per 

domestic is cumulative, there remains significant upsurge in quantity of carriages on streets. They remain not 

consuming a engine and functioning it physically slightly functioning it robotically by means of two separators 

specifically standard and extended partitions .In the paper they residence the ultrasonic device to unique lateral 

of lane to perceive whether there exists some traffic cramming or not, if around exists a jamming then protracted 

partition increases up and standard partition is fixed to pounded equal , else the usual separator is elevated up and 

protracted separator is set to earth level . And if there is a congestion then a message is sent to the nearby traffic 

control police stating that traffic congestion has occurred. So this is simple and can replace the heavy machines.  

 

[4] Unique of maximum usually castoff solutions to regulator the transportation in maximum of the 

metropolises is lane divider organization. It divisions the transportations into equivalent shares or sides. Solitary 

for incoming transportation and additional for outbound transportation. There might be several such tracks on 

every side of path. The indication of equivalent lane separation for together banks in all period may source 

troublesomeness and perception is practically unproductive. This is since the movement of transportation is not 

reliable through the daytime. Through peak times the movement of transportation is extremely motivated in 

single way. Henceforth, in instruction to recover and regulator real-time transportation, it is model to partake a 

scheme of transportable road separator. The paper deliberates a method to applying instinctive road separator 

scheme and several modified explanations. Dissimilar methods to instrument the aforementioned scheme for 

highly particular surroundings are likewise deliberated in paper. The employment usages approaches to 

distinguish the automobile thickness on every side of lane and regulate the highway barrier consequently. This 

diminishes the transportation mobbing and permits smooth movement of automobiles by as long as plenty shuttle 

area in the direction of adjacent through a denser movement of circulation. 

 

[5] Zipper machines or road zipper which is put together referred to as barrier transfer machines, unit of 

measurement vehicles are normal transport material lane road divider like Jersey wall, the measurement unit of 

normal soften delay all over the busy hours. Various areas concisely throughout the building work. Lanes which 

are constructed by the tools are usually termed as zipper lanes. The gain of these systems on top of various 

managing systems such as coned, directing light above solid systems. A practical barrier avoids the accident as a 

result the traveler overlap the other side of traffic. The disadvantage using this existing system is that the width 

of the lanes is slightly reduced. 

 

3. Proposed Methodology 

 

The chief purpose of development is to computerize modification road separator and broadcast the position of 
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variations for operators. In the scheme is likewise castoff to circumvent coincidence glitches. This development 

classifies the position of every wagon spending IR transceivers and apprises it to microcontroller. Figure 1 below 

shows the block diagram of the proposed methodology. The development is castoff to circumvent the car smash, 

consequently we except the appreciated humanoid subsists and fatalities. So, the development is convenient for 

lane transport subdivisions. The latest examination from community analytics was supposed that maximum 

difficulties in Indian lane transportation. The projected organization mainly agreements with modification of this 

shortcoming. At this time, we are familiarizing the novel perception of synthetic road separator. 

 

 

In the projected system, a component has remained developed based on micro controller that consists of an 

ultrasonic and IR sensor device that is castoff for calculating transportation. Based on density of road the divider 

will be shifting the lanes therefore we can avoid the traffic congestion in the cities. This operation will be 

working in normal movements of vehicle. In emergency cases Whenever ambulance is detecting on the either of 

the road side the color of the traffic signals will change and display on the LCD display. 

 

The RGB LED’s deployed on two sides of the road. Whenever divider receives signal from ambulance RGB 

LED’s connected on road side will start glowing. Ambulance will be detecting for 100m away in our project so 

accordingly respective Signal will clear the Path to the Ambulance. 

 

4. Implementation  

  

 
 

Figure. 1 Proposed Block Diagram 

 

 

5. Flow Chart 

 
In detail flow of the complete project implementation is given in the below figure 2.  
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Figure. 2 Flow Chart 

 

6. Results and Discussion 

 

We present the results of our proposed methodology in below figures.  

 
Figure 3. Sample of developed Model 

 
Figure 4. Less vehicle count detection.                                 Figure 5. More Vehicle Count detected 
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Figure 6. Moving of the divider. 

 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

Many emerging countries all over the world are facing the poor traffic network. Many metropolitan cities 

have poor traffic networking management with most of the population and automobiles. This system is 

incredibly helpful compared with the existing system which could be able to facilitate the general public to travel 

quickly in significant traffic in time. With this smarter system proposed below the manual traffic coordination is 

reduced and this also reduces the manual dependency. This system provides a strong resolution for the traffic 

downside. In the future it can be automatically operated. Location based services could be integrated to the 

system and it could be able to detect high traffic density automatically using the image processing. 

 

8. Acknowledgement 

 

A. Future Scope 

1. This proposed model can be operated automatically.   

2. More organized traffic flow can be achieved, reducing traffic jams.  

3. Based on the traffic density the time allotted for the passing of traffic is decided automatically. 

 4. Location Based Services can be done by means of enabled devices.  

5. High traffic density can be detected and instant alert messages can be sent through Wi-fi. 
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